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Wayfinder Map for CME Series Recognition

u Step 1: Are you a CME Field Agent with a current Level 1 
Certificate?
u If no, Start with Earn My Certificate
u If yes, skip to Update My Training for 2022

u Step 2: Are you renewing a CME series that has an existing (valid 
unexpired) Recognition Letter, AND your series’ previous 
application was submitted within CloudCME?
u If no, skip to Start my Application
u If yes, skip to Copy my Application

u Step 3: Are you adding any new type of non-physician professional 
credit to the series, that was not held by the series in its expiring 
Letter of Recognition? (e.g. Nursing Contact Hours, Social Worker 
CE, Dieitian Credit, etc). If yes, be sure to update the Basic 
Information tab

u Step 4: Are any staff who manage your series changing/exiting, 
including the Faculty activity Director (clinician), the CME Field 
Agent (coordinator), or the activity Co-Director or other planners?
u If yes, be sure you update the Planners and Faculty
u If no, skip to Update my Objectives and Learning Outcomes tab

u Step 5: Is your CME Field Agent changing (or taking leave)? If yes, 
complete the Designation form.

u Step 6: CME office will review your Series Application, and may ask 
you for additional information, before sending your Series 
Recognition Letters for you to sign. All staff who manage your series 
must sign and return their SRL’s before we will activate your series.
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Training Pre-Requisites for Staff
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Begin Application Submission 
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Guide to Applying for Recognition 
of CME Series: Starting your Application

u Sign into 
https://Winthrop.Cloud-CME.com
using your Kerberos ID.

u Select the Design CME/CE link at 
the top of the page, or the 
Propose Activity button at the 
bottom of the page.

u Begin your application with the 
Create New Application button
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https://winthrop.cloud-cme.com/


To Copy An existing Series for Re-
Approval
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Copy existing Series: a) update the 
credits & professions you will award
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Copy existing Series: b) Update 
Planners, Faculty and Speakers
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Copy existing Series: c) Update 
Objectives, outcomes, competencies
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Guide to Applying for Recognition of 
CME Series: Basic Information
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Guide to Applying for Recognition of 
CME Series: Basic Information
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u Specify the Type of Activity and the Credit 
Types you will offer



Guide to Applying for Recognition of 
CME Series: Basic Information
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u Specify your series’ Schedule and the Target 
Audience of learners you intend to reach



Guide to Applying for Recognition of 
CME Series: Planners and Faculty
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u Specify one or more planners for the activity, 
including faculty/speakers, and coordinators. 
All involved will be sent Disclosures to complete.

u Note: To offer credits for multiple professions 
(Nurse, Social Worker, Therapist), recruit a 
member of that profession onto your planning 
team



Guide to Applying for Recognition of CME 
Series: Gap and Needs
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You must develop 
a needs 
assessment:
u Describe what 

gap in 
performance, 
knowledge or 
competence 
exists and 
needs to be 
improved,

u Cite your 
evidence for 
the gap’s 
existence, 

and,

u Explain how 
your choice of 
session format 
aligns with 
changing that 
clinical 
behavior. 

Consider: A 
passive didactic 
lecture produces 
knowledge that 
may be soon 
forgotten. There 
may be more 
effective and 
lasting ways to 
engage your 
audience in 
action-based 
learning.



Guide to Applying for Recognition of CME 
Series: Gap and Needs
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u Identify any barriers relevant to (or 
barring) improved practice that may 
contribute to the gap. 

E.g. “Work overload my be a barrier to 
identifying heritable risk factors within family 
history. We will provide the learner with 
specific phrases for asking these questions.”



To Do list
u Add the 12-month or 18 month option to the Series Recognition Letter 

u Iterate Child Sessions

u SII summary

u Switchover SII date

u Upload merge flyer revision

u Series Recognition census form with logic- Decide if RedCap, 
CloudCME, Qualtrics email

Record SII

Assign Focus, L1, SII, L2

Staffing

Credits

Term

Objectives

Hands-On Training iterate new childs for 2022 and track to KIDs

Training steps

Application steps
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Re: Family Medicine CME

Next step 1: In order to get Family Medicine Grand Rounds recognized for 2021, the next step is to 
submit a Series Approval Application. The link to the form and a pictoral
1.Regularly Scheduled CME Series(RSS) Approval Application HERE
CME credit recognition
2.(pictoral Guide is HERE)

3.The CMEFA Level 2 training modules are now optional (not mandatory
software skills in CloudCME you will need for managing your series. I will assign these modules
you via FOCUS momentarily. Disregard the "submit for scoring" functions in those modules
now.

Once you submit the Activity Application, I will review it and prepare a Series Letter of 
Recognition(SRL). In consideration of the series cohort renewals that will be happening for the 
January semester, your series term can be extended to cover all of 2022.

Next step 2: Once you have signed and returned your SRL, you will be able to administer your 2021 
series dates, including marking the attendance for each session within CloudCME (as 
demonstrated in your CMEFA Level 1 and LEvel 2 videos).

Please note: Based on the lapsed state of the FMGR series, CME credit can be awarded 
retroactively only for sessions that covered journal club, case conference, tumor board, or 
educator/leader skills content. Sessions that contained lecture-based
awarded retroactive CME credits, because speaker disclosure submissions are required to
conveyed to the learners PRIOR to the lecture content, in order to be compliant with
rules.

For lectures where the speaker had nothing to disclose and explicitly conveyed "nothing to 
disclose" to learners via slides or flyers prior to the lecture, exceptions can be made if you
me evidence that "nothing to disclose" statements appeared on those speaker's slide deck or 
departmental flyer (for each session). However, any backdating of Disclosures
will result in the series Recognition being halted.

https://medli.cloud-cme.com/Application.aspx
https://medli.cloud-cme.com/Application.aspx
https://medli.cloud-cme.com/assets/medli/LISoM_Downloads/5_Tools/CME_Series_Annual_Recognition_Process_2021.pdf


Guide to Applying for Recognition of CME 
Series: Objectives and Learning Outcomes
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u Note: When offering credits for multiple 
professions (Nurse, Social Worker, Therapist), 
be sure that your objectives fall within their 
scope of license. “Order/Prescribe” is 
typically not found within Nursing scope of 
practice. “Describe,” and other cognitive 
activity related to prescribing, could be. 

u Objectives can be used for multiple 
professions if each of the professions 
engages in that action in practice, for 
example “Monitor patient for signs of 
thrombosis”.

u Specify one or 
more 
measureable 
learning 
objectives for the 
activity. Use 
measurable verbs 
from Bloom’s 
Taxonomy.   
“Understand” is 
not a measurable 
verb, because it 
cannot be 
objectively or 
directly witnessed 
as a learner 
behavior. 
“Discuss/Describe
/Enumerate” are 
examples of 
objectively 
measurable 
learner behaviors.

https://tips.uark.edu/blooms-taxonomy-verb-chart/


Guide to Applying for Recognition of CME 
Series: Objectives and Learning Outcomes
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u Identify the Learning Outcomes that your objectives 
can be expected to produce or improve



Guide to Applying for Recognition of CME 
Series: Objectives and Learning Outcomes
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u Identify the 
professional 
Competencies 
and Quality 
Outcome 
Measures that 
your activity 
can be 
expected to 
improve



Guide to Applying for Recognition of 
CME Series: Commercial Support
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u Indicate if you be seeking or receiving commercial 
support

u Commercial support will require that you receive 
additional guidance on compliance, and involve the 
CME office as the payee of all transactions, to 
neutralize any Sunshine Act reporting attributed to your 
faculty speakers.

u Commercial support rarely applies to regularly 
scheduled CME series such as Tumor Boards, Journal 
Clubs, M&M and Case Conferences, and only 
occasionally applies to Lecture-based Grand Rounds.



Guide to Applying for Recognition of 
CME Series: Commendation Criteria
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u Identify any innovative curricular approaches that you 
intend to utilize for this activity. 

u These approaches can often provide you as Activity 
Director with an opportunity for publishing as Scholarly 
Activity.



Guide to Applying for Recognition 
of CME Series: Signature
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u Sign off on the curriculum plan and save
it. You will be able to revise it as needed.

u Additional tabs for attaching files and 
comments are at left.



Guide to Applying for Recognition 
of CME Series: Final Submission

u When you are satisfied with your Activity 
Application, use the Submit for Review button 
to submit it to the CME Office.

u Use the Copy and Delete buttons as needed.
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